
The date was set, the venue selected and
the dream dress on order. For most

endes, this is the time to sit back and relax,
~ut with a mere seven months between our
engagement and wedding day,we were
zhrown into the next stages of planning and
-urcing our suppliers.

= CTURE PERFECT
love photos. I'm the sort of person who
....o;esa photo of the bathroom on holiday a.nd
. meal at a restaurant. For the most
-iportant day of my life, a skilled and reliable
otographer was a top priority. I felt Ivan

~!Ilch of Town and Country Photographic
-"Oduced really striking yet natural images.
ur love of his work was confirmed when we
em to our venue with him for a pre-
edding photo shoot. It was a great
:-portunity for us to get to know one another
.i now we have a stunning collection of
~ges before our wedding day even a.rrives.

:. ~LON FILM
·tter brides tell me how quickly your
Jding flies by, and how it's so important to

- ...se to take it all in. I know the emotion of
. day will mean much of it will be a blur.
-e look on Mark's face as he sees me for .the
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first time and the words he says to me in his
speech are details I want to treasure forever.
That's why we're looking forward to David
Payne from Rideout Wedding Films
producing a 30-minute film to capture it all.

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS
The look of our wedding is intended to be
very simple, with lots of ivory and natural
materials. With our bridesmaids wearing silver,
we opted for white flowers for a sophisticated
ensemble with roses, calla lilies and gypsophila

used on the tables, in our bouquets and dotted
around the venue in jam jars. Mark's mum is
helping us with the bridesmaids' bouquets,
table decorations and buttonholes, but we've
enlisted the help of Marion Cottis at Poppies
Designer Flowers to take care of my bouquet
and some extra touches.

ME, BUT AT MY BEST
I'd never leave the house without applying my
eye make-up, but that's where it begins and
ends - I'm not a beauty junkie. Hair and
make-up artist Olivia Ferrer is going to be my
saviour. Working for celebrities and at fashion
weeks, she knows how to create a striking
look that works well in photos.At my trial,
she could see straightaway that my eyes were
the feature I'd like to highlight and set to
work on creating the very best version of me.
Having short hair, I opted for a simple,
voluminous blow dry for the day; again, me,
but at my best . .,
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